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INTRODUCTION: 

Motion analysis of human body parts involves low-level segmentation of the body into segments 

connected by joints and provides 3D or 2D projections of said body. This type of analysis has had 

much technological improvement in the last decade as the implications of improved analysis have 

a myriad of applications (Oved). 

The focus of our project will be whether increasing fluctuations in body movement indicate 

muscle fatigue. We already know that fatigue of lower extremity and trunk muscles impairs 

balance and performance in functional tasks, but little research has been done using typical balance 

tasks (Adlerton). We hope to find a way to quantify/validate this using image analysis. The scope 

of our project will include employing software from DeepLabCut (Mathis) to track an individual's 

limbs and joints as they attempt to hold a certain position over time. 

An application where motion analysis is already starting to gain popularity is in-patient 

rehabilitation regimes. Pose and fatigue estimation have already had some correlation due to past 

research papers using motion analysis with rehabilitation exercises. Evidence was shown that 

fatigue influences and alters the kinematics of movement in a person as they did exercises/tasks. 

The purpose of our study is to look further into if people show similar fluctuations in movement 

as they start to experience fatigue while holding poses. 

Some other implications of this experiment could help determine whether a person’s rate 

of fatigue is indicative of their ability to perform various balance-related exercises such as yoga, 

ice skating, or dance, as well as physical labor-intensive occupations such as construction, or a 

warning that these individuals should take a break. 

METHODS: 

This study was conducted to determine whether the ResNet 101 model in DeepLabCut could be 

used to accurately identify muscle fatigue in individuals holding stationary poses. Pose data was 

recorded using an iPhone camera while each participant balanced on one foot for 3 minutes. It was 

ensured that the videos captured the participants’ knees, wrists, and head, and torso.  

A. Participants 

Six family members participated in this study. Participants aged 20-55 years, with various 

weights, levels of activity, and prior injuries. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, only household 

members were able to be tested. At the time of the study, participants did not report any pain due 

to prior injuries.  

 

 



B. Poses 

For this study, participants were asked to hold a 

pose for 3 minutes (Figure 1). Participants were asked to 

balance on their nondominant foot while holding their arms 

out to the side. The dominant leg was bent at the knee, and 

the knee was in line or behind the rest of the body. While 

this pose is easy to hold for a short period of time, it 

becomes more difficult as the body becomes more tired and 

relaxed abdominal muscles.  

C. Experimental Procedures 

The participants were instructed to wear 

comfortable, slim-fitting clothing to allow for the most 

accurate identification of body parts by the neural network. 

Participants were barefoot or wore socks, and stood on a tile 

or hardwood floor. Data was collected using an iPhone 

camera against a solid color background to eliminate the 

possibility of noise in data. 

Participants were given verbal instructions and a demonstration by the individuals 

conducting the study. Video data were collected while the participant held the pose for 3 minutes. 

D. Data Processing 

Raw video data was resized to become 300x300 pixels. It was then processed using the 

Tensorflow 1.x neural network model in DeepLabCut, trained using the Max Planck Institute for 

Informatics (MPII) pose dataset. This model identified fourteen points on the body (Figure 2), and 

outputted the x and y coordinates of position, as 

well as the likelihood that the point has been 

identified correctly. The x, y coordinates, and 

likelihood was exported as a CSV and analyzed 

in Matlab. 

E. Data Analysis 

Sample data was collected with one trial. 

This data was used to decide which joint to 

analyze, by looking at which joint moved the 

most, as this would tell us which data point will 

have most significant differences. Since ankles 

were not always in the videoframe, these points 

were excluded from the decision process.  

Due to biological symmetry, we next 

checked to see if there were any significant 

Figure 1: Model of Pose that Participants held 

for Data Collection 

Figure 2: Sample Keypoint labeling from DeepLabCut 



differences between left and right changes in position of the selected joint. After collecting data 

for all trials, we applied a second-order Butterworth filter and performed a paired t-test for total 

distance, average velocity, and average acceleration data between left and right wrists across all 

trials (Matlab code Step 2).  

To analyze fatigue over time, we compared the first 30 and last 30 seconds of filtered data 

for each individual. We chose this time interval based on a plot of raw data showing distance, 

velocity, and acceleration over time in the y-direction (Figure 3). Since the movement in the x-

direction was quite small, we used the small-angle approximation theorem to estimate position as 

the y-position only.  

We then calculated the total distance traveled, as well as the average velocity and average 

acceleration using x- and y- components for the first 30 seconds and the last 30 seconds for each 

participant (Matlab code Step 3). We used a paired t-test to check for significant differences 

(Matlab code Step 4) 

 

Figure 3: Raw Position, Velocity, Acceleration Data versus Time. We chose to use the Y direction because for wrist data, 

it does not show much movement in the x direction. It’s evident that position and velocity change greatly from the 

beginning of the data to the end of the data. 



RESULTS:

From the sample data, we discovered that the wrists traveled the most distance throughout the time 

period (Table 1), thus we decided to analyze wrist data for the rest of the experiment. 

After collecting data for all trials, our paired t-test 

for left and right sides indicated no significant differences 

in total distance, average velocity, or average acceleration 

across all trials, with a 95% confidence level, we arbitrarily 

decided to analyze wrist1.  

For our analysis of wrist 1 for the first 30 and last 

30 seconds of balancing, a paired t-test across trials showed 

a change in total distance traveled and average velocity 

with a 90% confidence, but no significant change in 

acceleration. By comparing the raw values (Table 2), a 

trend is evident between the first and last 30 seconds. This 

can be visualized in a spectral plot of a Fourier Transform 

of the data (Figure 4). In this plot, we can see that there are 

more oscillations of movement in the last 30 seconds than 

in the first 30 seconds. We can also see from inspection that 

there is no significant distinction in amount of large 

oscillations, however, there seem to be many more small 

adjustments in the last 30 seconds. 

DISCUSSION: 

This study investigated whether image processing data can be used to associate muscle fatigue 

with ability to maintain and correct balance. By analyzing the movement of the wrist at the 

beginning and end of the trial, we were able to see a semi-significant difference between total 

distance traveled and average velocity over the 3-minute time period. As increased movement 

suggests inability to hold a pose and accurately correct any disturbance, we thus conclude that 

muscle fatigue is evident over the course of this three minute period. 

The wrists were the main points that were studied in this project since they moved the most 

and they were decently reliable to track data. We could then infer fatigue in arms, shoulders, and 

Table 1: Sample Data of Distances Traveled by 

Each Joint. The wrists move the most of all 

joints. Note that ankles were excluded to 

account for the joint “hidden” from the camera. 

Table 2: Cumulative Distances Traveled; Average Velocity and Acceleration for First and Last 30 Seconds for each Trial 



core from oscillations in the wrist. One could imagine the shoulder as being a “fulcrum” and the 

arm as a “lever”. By extension, the wrist is at the end of the lever and movements are more easily 

tracked at that point then closer near the shoulder (fulcrum). 

While the COVID-19 epidemic greatly impacted our ability to aggregate a large set of data, 

we believe that if we performed the analysis with more trials, we would be able to find a significant 

difference with a higher confidence. We also think that if we had participants complete an activity 

between two balancing trials, there might be a more drastic change in movement than what has 

already been observed. We would also like to validate this information with EMG and IMU data 

in the future, which we did not have access to for this project. We recognize that the method to 

collect data had some errors detecting precise locations of joints, and this could be improved in 

the future with analyzing data with a smaller pixel size, asking participants to wear more form-

fitting clothing, or using a marker-based pose estimation algorithm.  

IMPACT AND CONCLUSIONS: 

The implications of this project could have a great impact on the medical field, specifically with 

patient rehabilitation. Physiotherapy and rehabilitation exercises are crucial factors for injured or 

post-surgical patients to restore their motions. As aforementioned in the introduction, there has 

Figure 4: Spectral Plot of First 30 seconds (Blue) and Last 30 Seconds (Orange) of Data Collection for 1 Trial 



been an increase in growing research developing technology to aid in analyzing human motion for 

this application. This project further explores this area of study regarding holding certain poses 

instead of performing certain motions. There has not been as much research on poses, so this can 

add something to the field.  

Improvements in another study like this would further explore specific research attention 

and algorithm development with a clinical application in mind. Better models could be determined 

for pose estimation, segmentation and identification, and fatigue estimation. Models of oscillations 

between the muscles can also be verified with other means of technology like EMG sensors or 

IMUs. However, developing software that could help track rehabilitation exercises and progress 

straight from one’s smartphone would be much cheaper and convenient. This would be a great 

option so that patients would not have to go into rehab centers as often, meaning that treatment 

may become more affordable too.  

Furthermore, this type of technology could also have the potential to affect sports. 

Perfecting technique is a key requirement for a lot of sports and implementing this type of 

technology could greatly advantage the athlete’s training regime. Improper technique can result in 

injury. Again, this can range from simply holding a position at a starting block, or perfecting a 

pose or form in gymnastics, ballet, or some other technique-intensive activity. Thus, this project 

has plenty of other biomechanic applications that could help people understand or improve what 

their bodies do in these scenarios, so they do not fatigue early or hurt themselves.  
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Step 1: Compute total distance traveled for each point. 
This will be justification for choosing which joint to analyze. 

clear 

close all 

% Initialize Plot Counter 

plotNumber = 1; 

 

% Get list of csv files in current folder. 

csvfilelist = dir('*.csv'); 

 

% Pick the first file 

fileName = csvfilelist(2).name; 

 

% Load the data from the file that you want. This code is specifically for 

% the formatting of DeepLabCut files. 

% Start data at row 4 

data = csvread(fileName, 4); 

 

% Get the size of the data 

[numrows, numcols] = size(data); 

 

% Ask the user for FPS input. Convert the response from string to double. 

framerate = str2double(input('What was the framerate of your video? (fps) [30]:','s')); 

% If there is no input, default to 30 fps 

if isnan(framerate) 

    framerate = 30; 

end 

delT = 1/framerate; 

 

% First column is time index. Set up the time vector. 

timeStep = data(:,1); 

time = 0:delT:delT*(length(timeStep)-1); 

 

% These variable names are taken from the datafile header 

varNames = {'timestep','ankle1' 'ankle1' 'ankle1' 'knee1' 'knee1'... 

    'knee1' 'hip1' 'hip1' 'hip1' 'hip2' 'hip2' 'hip2' 'knee2' 'knee2'... 

    'knee2' 'ankle2' 'ankle2' 'ankle2' 'wrist1' 'wrist1' 'wrist1' ... 

    'elbow1' 'elbow1' 'elbow1' 'shoulder1' 'shoulder1' 'shoulder1' ... 

    'shoulder2' 'shoulder2' 'shoulder2' 'elbow2' 'elbow2' 'elbow2' ... 

    'wrist2' 'wrist2' 'wrist2' 'chin' 'chin' 'chin' 'forehead'... 

    'forehead' 'forehead'}; 

 



% First column is time index. Set up the time vector. 

timeStep = data(:,1); 

time = 0:delT:delT*(length(timeStep)-1); 

 

% Loop through each triplet of columns starting at the second column. 

% Each triplet has x and y for each joint. 3rd entry is probability 

for i = 2:3:numcols 

    currValue.x = data(:,i); 

    currValue.y = data(:,i+1); 

    currValue.p = data(:,i+2); 

    %define a variable with a name supplied by our variables list 

    %make it a structure with x, y, and p parts 

    assignin('base',varNames{i},currValue ); 

end 

 

% Ignore ankle1 because it is hidden from the camera in original data 

% collection 

 

body.knee1 = eval('knee1'); 

body.knee2 = eval('knee2'); 

body.hip1 = eval('hip1'); 

body.hip2 = eval('hip2'); 

body.wrist1 = eval('wrist1'); 

body.wrist2 = eval('wrist2'); 

body.elbow1 = eval('elbow1'); 

body.elbow2 = eval('elbow2'); 

body.shoulder1 = eval('shoulder1'); 

body.shoulder2 = eval('shoulder2'); 

body.chin = eval('chin'); 

body.forehead = eval('forehead'); 

 

bodyparts = fieldnames(body); 

 

% Find x and y velocities for each data point 

body.knee1.vx = deriv(body.knee1.x)/delT; 

body.knee1.vy = deriv(body.knee1.y)/delT; 

 

body.knee2.vx = deriv(body.knee2.x)/delT; 

body.knee2.vy = deriv(body.knee2.y)/delT; 

 

body.hip1.vx = deriv(body.hip1.x)/delT; 

body.hip1.vy = deriv(body.hip1.y)/delT; 

 

body.hip2.vx = deriv(body.hip2.x)/delT; 

body.hip2.vy = deriv(body.hip2.y)/delT; 

 

body.wrist1.vx = deriv(body.wrist1.x)/delT; 

body.wrist1.vy = deriv(body.wrist1.y)/delT; 

 

body.wrist2.vx = deriv(body.wrist2.x)/delT; 

body.wrist2.vy = deriv(body.wrist2.y)/delT; 

 

body.elbow1.vx = deriv(body.elbow1.x)/delT; 

body.elbow1.vy = deriv(body.elbow1.y)/delT; 



 

body.elbow2.vx = deriv(body.elbow2.x)/delT; 

body.elbow2.vy = deriv(body.elbow2.y)/delT; 

 

body.shoulder1.vx = deriv(body.shoulder1.x)/delT; 

body.shoulder1.vy = deriv(body.shoulder1.y)/delT; 

 

body.shoulder2.vx = deriv(body.shoulder2.x)/delT; 

body.shoulder2.vy = deriv(body.shoulder2.y)/delT; 

 

body.chin.vx = deriv(body.chin.x)/delT; 

body.chin.vy = deriv(body.chin.y)/delT; 

 

body.forehead.vx = deriv(body.forehead.x)/delT; 

body.forehead.vy = deriv(body.forehead.y)/delT; 

 

% Find speed for each data point 

body.knee1.speed     = (body.knee1.vx.^2+body.knee1.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.knee2.speed     = (body.knee2.vx.^2+body.knee2.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.hip1.speed      = (body.hip1.vx.^2+body.hip1.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.hip2.speed      = (body.hip2.vx.^2+body.hip2.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.wrist1.speed    = (body.wrist1.vx.^2+body.wrist1.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.wrist2.speed    = (body.wrist2.vx.^2+body.wrist2.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.elbow1.speed    = (body.elbow1.vx.^2+body.elbow1.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.elbow2.speed    = (body.elbow2.vx.^2+body.elbow2.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.shoulder1.speed = (body.shoulder1.vx.^2+body.shoulder1.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.shoulder2.speed = (body.shoulder2.vx.^2+body.shoulder2.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.chin.speed      = (body.chin.vx.^2+body.chin.vy.^2).^0.5; 

body.forehead.speed  = (body.forehead.vx.^2+body.forehead.vy.^2).^0.5; 

 

% Find total distance traveled for each data point 

body.knee1.dist     = inti(body.knee1.speed, delT); 

body.knee2.dist     = inti(body.knee2.speed, delT); 

body.hip1.dist      = inti(body.hip1.speed, delT); 

body.hip2.dist      = inti(body.hip2.speed, delT); 

body.wrist1.dist    = inti(body.wrist1.speed, delT); 

body.wrist2.dist    = inti(body.wrist2.speed, delT); 

body.elbow1.dist    = inti(body.elbow1.speed, delT); 

body.elbow2.dist    = inti(body.elbow2.speed, delT); 

body.shoulder1.dist = inti(body.shoulder1.speed, delT); 

body.shoulder2.dist = inti(body.shoulder2.speed, delT); 

body.chin.dist      = inti(body.chin.speed, delT); 

body.forehead.dist  = inti(body.forehead.speed, delT); 

 

distances = [body.knee1.dist(end)... 

    body.knee2.dist(end) body.hip1.dist(end) body.hip2.dist(end)... 

    body.wrist1.dist(end) body.wrist2.dist(end) body.elbow1.dist(end)... 

    body.elbow2.dist(end) body.shoulder1.dist(end)... 

    body.shoulder2.dist(end) body.chin.dist(end) body.forehead.dist(end)]; 

 

maxIndex = find(abs(distances-max(distances))<=10^-5); 

bodyparts(maxIndex) 

 

% Since the wrist is the body part that moves most, we have decided to use 



% this joint in our data. We will now look at any differences between left 

% and right wrists to decide whether we may arbitrarily choose which side 

% to use. 

Step 2: Compute similarities/differences for left/right wrists 
Can we arbitrarily choose which wrist to analyze, or are there significant differences? 

totalDistanceSide1 = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgSpeedSide1 = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgAccSide1 = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

 

totalDistanceSide2 = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgSpeedSide2 = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgAccSide2 = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

 

% Iterate through files to find distance, speed, acceleration of wrist 1 

% and wrist 2 

 

for m = 1:length(csvfilelist) 

    % Pick the file you want 

    fileName = csvfilelist(m).name; 

 

    % Load the data from the file that you want. 

    % Start data at row 4 

    data = csvread(fileName, 4); 

 

    % Get the size of the data 

    [numrows, numcols] = size(data); 

 

    % Loop through each triplet of columns starting at the second column. 

    % Each triplet has x and y for each joint. 3rd entry is probability 

    for i = 2:3:numcols 

        currValue.x = data(:,i); 

        currValue.y = data(:,i+1); 

        currValue.p = data(:,i+2); 

        %define a variable with a name supplied by our variables list 

        %make it a structure with x, y, and p parts 

        assignin('base',varNames{i},currValue ); 

    end 

 

    wristdata.side1 = eval('wrist1'); 

    wristdata.side2 = eval('wrist2'); 

 

    % Create a second order Butterworth filter: This is like a bandpass 

    % filter that removes anything *really* fast due to error/noise 

    threshFreq = 0.8; 

    order = 2; 

 

    [num, den]=butter(order,threshFreq); 

    wristdata.side1.fx = filtfilt(num,den,wristdata.side1.x); 

    wristdata.side1.fy = filtfilt(num,den,wristdata.side1.y); 

    wristdata.side2.fx = filtfilt(num,den,wristdata.side2.x); 



    wristdata.side2.fy = filtfilt(num,den,wristdata.side2.y); 

 

    % Find the velocities and accelerations for the filtered data 

    wristdata.side1.fvx = deriv(wristdata.side1.fx)/delT; 

    wristdata.side1.fvy = deriv(wristdata.side1.fy)/delT; 

    wristdata.side1.fax = deriv(wristdata.side1.fvx)/delT; 

    wristdata.side1.fay = deriv(wristdata.side1.fvy)/delT; 

 

    wristdata.side2.fvx = deriv(wristdata.side2.fx)/delT; 

    wristdata.side2.fvy = deriv(wristdata.side2.fy)/delT; 

    wristdata.side2.fax = deriv(wristdata.side2.fvx)/delT; 

    wristdata.side2.fay = deriv(wristdata.side2.fvy)/delT; 

 

    wristdata.side1.speed    = (wristdata.side1.fvx.^2+wristdata.side1.fvy.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.side1.acc      = (wristdata.side1.fax.^2+wristdata.side1.fay.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.side1.distance = inti(wristdata.side1.speed, delT); 

 

    wristdata.side2.speed    = (wristdata.side2.fvx.^2+wristdata.side2.fvy.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.side2.acc      = (wristdata.side2.fax.^2+wristdata.side2.fay.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.side2.distance = inti(wristdata.side2.speed, delT); 

 

    % Calculate means of velocity and acceleration, and total distance 

    wristdata.side1.avgSpeed = mean(wristdata.side1.speed); 

    wristdata.side1.avgAcc   = mean(wristdata.side1.acc); 

    wristdata.side1.totDist     = wristdata.side1.distance(end); 

 

    wristdata.side2.avgSpeed = mean(wristdata.side2.speed); 

    wristdata.side2.avgAcc   = mean(wristdata.side2.acc); 

    wristdata.side2.totDist     = wristdata.side2.distance(end); 

 

    % Put data into vectors 

    totalDistanceSide1(m) = wristdata.side1.totDist; 

    avgSpeedSide1(m)      = wristdata.side1.avgSpeed; 

    avgAccSide1(m)        = wristdata.side1.avgAcc; 

 

    totalDistanceSide2(m) = wristdata.side2.totDist; 

    avgSpeedSide2(m)      = wristdata.side2.avgSpeed; 

    avgAccSide2(m)        = wristdata.side2.avgAcc; 

end 

 

% Test for Significant Differences using a Paired T Test 

[distH, distP]   = ttest(totalDistanceSide1, totalDistanceSide2); 

[speedH, speedP] = ttest(avgSpeedSide1, avgSpeedSide2); 

[accH, accP]     = ttest(avgAccSide1, avgAccSide2); 

 

if ( distH == speedH == accH == 0) 

    fprintf('t tests accept null hypothesis! \n') 

else 

    fprintf('cannot arbitrarily choose wrist1 :( \n') 

end 

 

% Since differences between these measures are insignificant using a paired 

% t-test, we can arbitrarily choose wrist1 to analyze. 



Step 3: Compare first 30 and last 30 seconds 

% Initialize vectors to aggregate data 

totalDistanceFirst30   = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

totalDistanceLast30    = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgVelocityFirst30     = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgVelocityLast30      = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgAccelerationFirst30 = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

avgAccelerationLast30  = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

 

cumDistance        = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

cumAvgVelocity     = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

cumAvgAcceleration = zeros(1, length(csvfilelist)); 

 

for m = 1:length(csvfilelist) 

    % Pick the file you want 

    fileName = csvfilelist(m).name; 

 

    % Load the data from the file that you want. 

    % Start data at row 4 

    data = csvread(fileName, 4); 

 

    % Get the size of the data 

    [numrows, numcols] = size(data); 

 

    % Loop through each triplet of columns starting at the second column. 

    % Each triplet has x and y for each joint. 3rd entry is probability 

    for i = 2:3:numcols 

        currValue.x = data(:,i); 

        currValue.y = data(:,i+1); 

        currValue.p = data(:,i+2); 

        %define a variable with a name supplied by our variables list 

        %make it a structure with x, y, and p parts 

        assignin('base',varNames{i},currValue ); 

    end 

    wristdata = eval('wrist1'); 

 

    % Create a second order Butterworth filter: This is like a bandpass filter 

    % that removes anything *really* fast due to error/noise 

    threshFreq = 0.8; 

    order = 2; 

 

    [num, den]=butter(order,threshFreq); 

    wristdata.fx = filtfilt(num,den,wristdata.x); 

    wristdata.fy = filtfilt(num,den,wristdata.y); 

 

    % Find avg position 

    wristdata.xc = mean(wristdata.fx); 

    wristdata.yc = mean(wristdata.fy); 

 

    % Find velocity and acceleration of wrist1 

    wristdata.vx = deriv(wristdata.fx)/delT; 

    wristdata.vy = deriv(wristdata.fy)/delT; 



    wristdata.ax = deriv(wristdata.vx)/delT; 

    wristdata.ay = deriv(wristdata.vy)/delT; 

 

    % Make scalar versions of movement variables using Pythagorean Theorem, 

    % derivatives, and integration 

    wristdata.speed    = (wristdata.vx.^2+wristdata.vy.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.acc      = (wristdata.ax.^2+wristdata.ay.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.distance = inti(wristdata.speed, delT); 

 

    % Aggregate Cumulative Data 

    cumDistance(m)        = wristdata.distance(end); 

    cumAvgVelocity(m)     = mean(wristdata.speed); 

    cumAvgAcceleration(m) = mean(wristdata.acc); 

 

    % Compare First 30 and Last 30 Seconds of Data 

    numFramesin30Sec = 30*framerate; 

    last30Index = length(wristdata.x) - numFramesin30Sec; 

    % Start at 10th frame to account for error starting/trimming video 

    first30End = 10 + numFramesin30Sec; 

 

    % Create arrays for first and last 30 seconds 

    wristdata.first30.fx = wristdata.fx(10:first30End-1); 

    wristdata.first30.fy = wristdata.fy(10:first30End-1); 

 

    wristdata.last30.fx = wristdata.fx(last30Index:length(wristdata.fx)); 

    wristdata.last30.fy = wristdata.fy(last30Index:length(wristdata.fy)); 

 

    % Find centers of first and last 30 seconds 

    wristdata.first30.xc = mean(wristdata.first30.fx); 

    wristdata.first30.yc = mean(wristdata.first30.fy); 

 

    wristdata.last30.xc = mean(wristdata.last30.fx); 

    wristdata.last30.yc = mean(wristdata.last30.fy); 

 

    % Move Data about center 

    wristdata.first30.fx = wristdata.first30.fx - wristdata.first30.xc; 

    wristdata.first30.fy = wristdata.first30.fy - wristdata.first30.yc; 

 

    wristdata.last30.fx = wristdata.last30.fx - wristdata.last30.xc; 

    wristdata.last30.fy = wristdata.last30.fy - wristdata.last30.yc; 

 

    % Find the velocities and accelerations for the data 

    wristdata.first30.vx = deriv(wristdata.first30.fx)/delT; 

    wristdata.first30.vy = deriv(wristdata.first30.fy)/delT; 

    wristdata.first30.ax = deriv(wristdata.first30.vx)/delT; 

    wristdata.first30.ay = deriv(wristdata.first30.vy)/delT; 

 

    wristdata.last30.vx  = deriv(wristdata.last30.fx)/delT; 

    wristdata.last30.vy  = deriv(wristdata.last30.fy)/delT; 

    wristdata.last30.ax  = deriv(wristdata.last30.vx)/delT; 

    wristdata.last30.ay  = deriv(wristdata.last30.vy)/delT; 

 

    % Make scalar versions of movement variables using Pythagorean Theorem 

    % and integration 



    wristdata.first30.speed    = (wristdata.first30.vx.^2+wristdata.first30.vy.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.first30.acc      = (wristdata.first30.ax.^2+wristdata.first30.ay.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.first30.distance = inti(wristdata.first30.speed, delT); 

 

    wristdata.last30.speed    = (wristdata.last30.vx.^2+wristdata.last30.vy.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.last30.acc      = (wristdata.last30.ax.^2+wristdata.last30.ay.^2).^0.5; 

    wristdata.last30.distance = inti(wristdata.last30.speed, delT); 

 

    % Find average speed and acceleration 

    wristdata.first30.avgSpeed = mean(wristdata.first30.speed); 

    wristdata.first30.avgAcc   = mean(wristdata.first30.acc); 

 

    wristdata.last30.avgSpeed = mean(wristdata.last30.speed); 

    wristdata.last30.avgAcc   = mean(wristdata.last30.acc); 

 

    % Add to global array for comparison across trials 

    totalDistanceFirst30(m)   = wristdata.first30.distance(end); 

    totalDistanceLast30(m)    = wristdata.last30.distance(end); 

    avgVelocityFirst30(m)     = wristdata.first30.avgSpeed; 

    avgVelocityLast30(m)      = wristdata.last30.avgSpeed; 

    avgAccelerationFirst30(m) = wristdata.first30.avgAcc; 

    avgAccelerationLast30(m)  = wristdata.last30.avgAcc; 

 

    if (m == 2) % This is the first sample data we collected, and also very pretty 

        wristdata.side1 = eval('wrist1'); 

        wristdata.side2 = eval('wrist2'); 

 

        wristdata.side1.vy = deriv(wristdata.side1.y)/delT; 

        wristdata.side1.ay = deriv(wristdata.side1.vy)/delT; 

 

        wristdata.side2.vy  = deriv(wristdata.side1.y)/delT; 

        wristdata.side2.ay  = deriv(wristdata.side1.vy)/delT; 

 

        % Plot Raw Position, Velocity, Acceleration Data 

        figure(plotNumber) 

        plotNumber = plotNumber + 1; 

        hold on 

        sgtitle ('Raw Position, Velocity, Acceleration Data in Y Direction') 

 

        subplot(3, 2, 1) 

        plot(time, wristdata.side1.y) 

        xlabel('Time') 

        ylabel('Side1 Position') 

 

        subplot(3, 2, 2) 

        plot(time, wristdata.side2.y) 

        xlabel('Time') 

        ylabel('Side2 Position') 

 

        subplot(3, 2, 3) 

        plot(time, wristdata.side1.vy) 

        xlabel('Time') 

        ylabel('Side1 Velocity') 

 



        subplot(3, 2, 4) 

        plot(time, wristdata.side2.vy) 

        xlabel('Time') 

        ylabel('Side2 Velocity') 

 

        subplot(3, 2, 5) 

        plot(time, wristdata.side1.ay) 

        xlabel('Time') 

        ylabel('Side1 Acceleration') 

 

        subplot(3, 2, 6) 

        plot(time, wristdata.side2.ay) 

        xlabel('Time') 

        ylabel('Side2 Acceleration') 

 

        % Plot Spectral Plot 

        isodd=rem(numFramesin30Sec,2);% check if length of data is odd 

        signalLength = numFramesin30Sec - 1*isodd; % Length of signal 

        timeVec = (0:signalLength-1)*delT;            % Time vector 

 

        fastFourier_first = fft(wristdata.first30.speed); 

        ampA = abs(fastFourier_first/signalLength); 

        amplitude_first = ampA(1:round(signalLength/2)+1); 

        amplitude_first(2:end-1) = 2*amplitude_first(2:end-1); %This is the amplitude 

        frequencies_first = framerate*(0:round(signalLength/2))/signalLength; %array of 

frequencies (limited to half of sample rate) 

 

        fastFourier_last = fft(wristdata.last30.speed); 

        ampA = abs(fastFourier_last/signalLength); 

        amplitude_last = ampA(1:round(signalLength/2)+1); 

        amplitude_last(2:end-1) = 2*amplitude_last(2:end-1); %This is the amplitude 

        frequencies_last = framerate*(0:round(signalLength/2))/signalLength; %array of 

frequencies (limited to half of sample rate) 

 

        figure(plotNumber); hold on 

        plotNumber = plotNumber + 1; 

        sgtitle ('Spectral Plot') 

        plot(frequencies_first, amplitude_first) 

        plot(frequencies_last, amplitude_last) 

        set(gca, 'xscale', 'log') 

        grid on 

        xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 

        ylabel('Spectral Amp') 

        legend ('first30', 'last30') 

    end 

end 

 

f = figure(plotNumber) 

plotNumber = plotNumber + 1; 

Table1 = table(distances.'); 

uitable('Data', Table1{:,:}, 'RowName', bodyparts, 'Units', 'Normalized', 'Position',[0, 0, 1, 

1]); 

 

f = figure(plotNumber); 



plotNumber = plotNumber + 1; 

tableTitles = {'First30 Distance'; 'Last30Distance'; 'First30 AvgVel'; 'Last30 AvgVel'; 

'First30AvgAcc'; 'Last30AvgAcc'}; 

Table2 = table(totalDistanceFirst30.', totalDistanceLast30.', avgVelocityFirst30.', 

avgVelocityLast30.', avgAccelerationFirst30.', avgAccelerationLast30.'); 

uitable('Data',Table2{:,:},'ColumnName',tableTitles,'RowName',Table2.Properties.RowNames,'Units', 

'Normalized', 'Position',[0, 0, 1, 1]); 

Step 4: Perform Statistical Tests for Significance on First 30 vs. Last 30 
Use a paired T test 

[distH, distP]   = ttest(totalDistanceFirst30.', totalDistanceLast30.', 'Alpha', 0.1); 

[speedH, speedP] = ttest(avgVelocityFirst30.', avgVelocityLast30.', 'Alpha', 0.1); 

[accH, accP]     = ttest(avgAccelerationFirst30.', avgAccelerationLast30.', 'Alpha', 0.8); 

Published with MATLAB® R2019b 

  

https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab


Spencer’s Logbook 
Logbook Appendix:  

The logbook is organized in several entries, mainly determined from the ME18 assignments 
related to the project throughout the semester. 

 

Entry 1: Initial Project Proposal (2/21/20) 
We met and discussed what type of project we would like to plan to do. Separate 

proposals were made but the main idea was kept and an excerpt from one proposal is below.  
“Balance is the vital sense that gives much-needed stability to our teetering, 

upright bodies. Balance let’s people do a myriad of tasks and is essential in several 
sports and activities. But how exactly does the body balance itself? The scope of our 
project will be how people use their core muscles when trying to balance in several 
stability exercises? 

As one’s core muscles strength increases, it has been shown that one’s posture 
and balance are also positively correlated with this. Theory that can be used in this 
project delves into Myology (the study of the muscular system) and Kinesiology (the 
scientific study of human or non-human body movement). Electromyography (EMG) 
would also be used in this experiment. This would measure muscle response/electrical 
activity in response to a nerve's stimulation of the muscle. 

Equipment could vary but the essentials that would be included so far in the 
experiment is as follows. EMG sensors to measure the muscle activity, IMU’s to gather 
acceleration or position of body parts, an Arduino to program and a computer to record 
data and post process the data. A pressure plate was also discussed that could be used 
to monitor how someone balances with their feet.  

The planned real-time visualization would include several data outputs. We 
would see live data from the EMG sensors. This output is in voltage (either mV or μV). 
We should also be getting acceleration data from the IMU and force if we use the 
pressure plate. Post processing would include using this data and showing how the 
body moves according to position. We could also compare what muscles in the core 
specifically were activated at certain times of the exercises.  

I predict that core activation will greatly help one's balance in addition to posture. 
Alternate results, would include maybe the person will decide to shift their body weight 
in other means than predicted in order to obtain balance. The implications of this 
experiment may be that we could decide that specific balancing exercises can be 
greatly affected by the performance of how strong one’s core muscles are. Taking one 
step forward, we could determine what specific exercises might help with specific sports 
that could benefit from being more efficient in balancing because of a strong core ie. 
gymnastics, ice skating, etc.” 

We both also described certain tools, measurement methods, and implications of the 
study in our initial proposals and met with Professor Huang right after this assignment was due. 

Entry 2: Initial Milestones 
 We met and discussed in detail the milestones we would likely pursue for this 

project. 

a) EMG sensor testing and prototyping 



a. Setup: acquire materials such as sensors, batteries, protoboard, etc. 
b. Achieve basic readings from EMG sensor 
c. Determine the optimal locations to place the sensors on a person 
d. Model muscle activation on different parts of the body using multiple EMG sensors. 

Include a graphic maybe 
e. Pressure plate testing and prototyping 

b) Setup: acquire materials 
a. Find out what type of data we can collect from the plate 
b. Graphic showing weight/pressure distribution 
c. Try to correlate EMG and pressure plate data 

c) IMU testing and prototyping 
a. Setup: acquire materials 
b. Determine optimal locations to place the IMU 
c. Try to correlate IMU and EMG data 
d. Try to correlate IMU and pressure plate data 

d) Experiment 
a. Correlate IMU, EMG, and pressure plate data together 
b. Test multiple people 

i. Several trials 
e) Analysis/Results 

a. Post Processing data 
b. Determine the key muscle groups during the given exercise 

 
We then also acquired an EMG sensor from Prof. Huang around this time so we could 

start prototyping. 
 

Entry 3: Updated Proposal and milestones after preparing for leave due to the 
pandemic. (4/3/20)  

 
Updated Proposal: The focus of our project will be whether increasing fluctuations in 

body movement indicate muscle fatigue. We already know that fatigue of lower extremity and 
trunk muscles impairs balance and performance in functional tasks, but little research has been 
done using typical balance tasks. We hope to find a way to quantify/validate this using image 
analysis. The scope of our project will include employing software from PoseNet to track an 
individual's limbs and joints as they attempt to hold a certain yoga position over time. We may 
also use another system (either an IMU, another motion tracking software, or emg sensor) to 
help validate our results given, only if we have the time and resources near the end of the 
semester to do so. Some implications of this experiment could help determine whether a 
person’s rate of fatigue is indicative of their ability to perform various balance-related exercises 
such as yoga, ice skating, or dance, as well as physical labor-intensive occupations such as 
construction, or a warning that these individuals should take a break.  

 
Question: Do increasing fluctuations in body movement indicate muscle fatigue? 
 
Milestones : 
1. Understanding Posenet and getting results back (By the end of this week - Maya)  

a. Developing an experimental protocol (By the end of this week - Spencer)  
2. Develop testing code a. Fine-tune experimental protocol for data collection  

b. Make sure both of our computers can run software/experiment 
3. Experiment  



a. Data collection (~5 subjects)  
i. 3 subject (Spencer)  
ii. 2 subjects (Maya)  

4. Analysis  
a. Post processing data  
b. Conclusion  

i. Compare results to hypothesis  
5. Possible Validation using EMGs and/or IMUs  
 
We then received feedback from Mike and included how we might quantify fatigue 

(oscillations in movement),  and what we would be using to code (PoseNet and Matlab at this 
point). 

 

Entry 4: Starting more research and to collect data (4/10/20) 
 
For this week, I was tasked with defining a more defined criteria of what movement or 

position we would be looking at for our project. This also included looking at other softwares that 
are good for motion tracking so we can validate our results, and what movements/positions 
would be able to be most effectively analyzed. I was also to think of at least the preliminary 
experiment protocols. After reading several papers, I thought a more relevant application for our 
project would be an implication for rehabilitation through motion analysis. I even found some 
exercise that different studies did and what muscles they were targeting to observe. I included 
several of the links below. After discussing with Maya though who was working on getting some 
of the preliminary test code with PoseNet, we also discovered that the motion tracking we would 
be using would not be effective for taking side profiles of people or when someone is doing a 
complicated stretch/motion that involves twisting. So I narrowed it down to two tasks where we 
will be looking at fatigue when someone has their arms out and a seperate round of trials from 
someone balancing on one foot. We will use 3 or more people from each household to gain 
data. We will then look at how the experience fatigue with motion by comparing when the 
person first assumes the position, to near the end when they can almost no longer do it. The 
first link below details a comprehensive way of how they determine fatigue through motion 
tracking when someone is squatting, so we will likely try to recreate something like their 
experiment except with different software and different positions. As far as other softwares that I 
was also looking into to validate our PoseNet data, I looked into DeepLabCut. I could not get 
significantly far with using that software, but I will try to at least have something that gives 
results since Maya has been working with the PoseNet software. We did get some raw position 
data from the PoseNet motion tracking, which identifies 17 points about the body and face. 
Below is the raw data. We started thinking about ways to trim the data too. We are planning to 
import the data into Matlab  as a csv, and to do something similar to trim data, like we have 
done in the last lecture or two. 



 
 

 

Papers: 
https://uwaterloo.ca/adaptive-systems/projects/rehabilitation-exercise-motion-analysis 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6563902 
https://bmcgeriatr.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2318-10-56 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8060974 

 
Websites: 
https://4dmotionsports.com/physical-therapy/ 
https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-estimation-in-the-browser-with-
tensorflow-js-7dd0bc881cd5 

  

Entry 5: Updated Documentation (4/16/20) 
 
We wrote our introduction and methods sections of our project this week, and decided to 

pursue DeeplabCut for the main software to be used in this project. Details are given below as 
to why and our initial testing. 

 
Figure 1: Prior Posenet raw live data 

 
 
The software that was used prior to this week was with PoseNet. Figure 1 illustrates the 

raw data that was acquired from a test. However, two problems arose. The software only took 
data live, and we had to think of a good way to translate that data into matlab. So the first week 
we were not even able to get a good plot to compare to. Second, the accuracy of the data 
tracking was also questionable. This led us to the belief that using DeepLabCut might be a 

https://uwaterloo.ca/adaptive-systems/projects/rehabilitation-exercise-motion-analysis
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6563902
https://bmcgeriatr.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2318-10-56
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8060974
https://4dmotionsports.com/physical-therapy/
https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-estimation-in-the-browser-with-tensorflow-js-7dd0bc881cd5
https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-estimation-in-the-browser-with-tensorflow-js-7dd0bc881cd5


better option, since we covered this in class, could easily move data to matlab, and seemed to 
have the potential to be more accurate. 

 
Figure 2-5: Progression of DeepLabCut test data trials  

 
Note that we will probably use modified poses to accommodate for the older participants in our 
households. 
 
Figure 6: Position and velocity data of two wrists 

 

 
 

The matlab code that was used, was based off of the code we did the last few lectures in class. 
The first row of plots is the position data, while the second row is velocity data. The first column 
represents the raw data from the video. The column to the right of that is histograms of the data. 
The column to the right of that is an estimate of where the best guess of where each of the 
densest areas are. The data analyzed was provided from the deeplab cut video from figure 4. 



Looking at the position data plot, this somewhat makes sense. The hot spots are symmetrical 
and about where the wrists should be in the video. The velocity plot also makes sense since the 
velocity looks like it's around 0, which also makes sense since the pose was trying to be held for 
a duration of time. As a result we definitely got better results than we did last week, mainly 
because we got more accurate data and actually got a plot that made sense. 

 

Entry 6: Final week of finishing code and testing (5/6/20) 
 

We determined that the final pose in our experiment will be the figure right below since the 
demographic of participants we are pulling from is limited and cannot do quite the dynamic pose 
we had in mind. 

 

 
We finished running tests for all of our family members and processed them through the Colab 
google drive portal. An example of this is in the figure below. 

 
We then finished developing our matlab code based again off the DLC2.m files that we 

examined in class. The code provides the y-position of the wrists that we are analyzing, velocity, 
and acceleration data for them too. Provides a spectral plot comparing the initial 30 seconds of 
the wrist to the last 30 seconds. More details about the code are provided in separate parts of 
the report. 

We also provided statistical tests comparing the initial 30 seconds of movement in the 
wrist vs the last 30 seconds. (Details of code and output in other sections of report). 



Thus, we were able to process all the videos of our families as this was successfully 
done, and we were able to prove our hypothesis that muscle fatigue does increase with 
oscillations detected with motion tracking analysis.  

 

Maya’s Logbook 
Date Progress Next Steps 

3/29 Found the blog post with high-level overview of Posenet, played 
around with demo from link. 
https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-
estimation-in-the-browser-with-tensorflow-js-7dd0bc881cd5 

Figure out how to download the 
files – I’m not very familiar with 
GitHub! 

3/30 Became acquainted with Github. Downloaded the package of 
files, installed Node.js 

I couldn’t figure out what “yarn” 
was! It seems like that’s the thing 
keeping it from running… 

3/31 Played with “example usage”. Figured out what the console was, 
and what type of data was being outputted (pose arrays). Also 
learned about the yarn software to establish dependencies, and 
got the code running from my computer 

Figure out how to output the 
arrays to the console, and then 
work on communicating to 
Python 

4/1 Figured out to output the pose array to console for both 
“camera” and “coco” programs. Also started brainstorming 
methods to talk to Python– probably Systemlink, because I’m 
familiar with such things 

Figure out if it’s possible to push 
JavaScript to Systemlink. Also 
figure out if it’s possible to pull 
array onto Python to parse. In 
class, the functions we used 
were only arrays… 

4/2 Realized I wanted the keypoints array, not the pose array – this 
way it only showed the keypoints of the poses above the 
minimum confidence level (line 439) 
Question: Will SystemLink be fast enough to do communicate 
between the webcam and Python? – It’ll have to do. 
I figured out how to get Python to communicate with the 
JavaScript file over Systemlink, with LOTS of help. Converted 
“Keypoints” array into a JSON, which was then pushed to 
Systemlink using a handy function written by Jeremy. 

Parse the JSON in Python 

4/9 Revised the location of the SystemLink command for the original 
Demo code, so it’s now pushing all keypoints to Systemlink. 1 
timepoint looks like this: 

 
To easily import it to a CSV, we will need to put in all of the 
points to keep the spacing consistent. If the confidence scores 

Figure out the best way to write 
to a CSV. The goal is to have a 
similar format for the data as Lab 
5. This includes creating a row 
array of all the information, and 
appending rows for each 
timepoint. 
At this point, it might be easier 
to use DeepLabCut because it 
might be more accurate. Must 
talk with Spencer to decide 
whether it’s important to do the 

https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-estimation-in-the-browser-with-tensorflow-js-7dd0bc881cd5
https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-estimation-in-the-browser-with-tensorflow-js-7dd0bc881cd5


for certain points are too low, we’ll have to write in a condition 
in our post-processing to disregard those points.  

image processing in real time or 
not.  

4/14 Spencer and I decided to use DeepLabCut, so that it will be 
easier to receive help when we get stuck. During lab, we worked 
with Felix to get it set up, and we successfully ran the code. I 
took a 2 minute video of myself balancing and ran it through the 
code, however it turned sideways! I don’t really know why that 
happened…

 

Try to figure out why the video 
turned sideways 

4/16 With Martin during office hours, we tried to figure out why the 
video wasn’t working – I thought maybe it was because my 
phone’s orientation was not communicated to DLC (even though 
I took the video in the portrait orientation). I sent the raw video 
to Martin, and it opened in the right orientation on his 
computer. Then, I tried to run it again in Google Collab, but the 
code wouldn’t run all the way! It said that it couldn’t find the file 
correctly. So, now not only does it flip, but it doesn’t run at all 

    . 

I scheduled a meeting with Felix 
to figure this stuff out. 

4/17 Felix went through the process of processing the video with me 
and Spencer. We trimmed the video using 
https://www.onlineconverter.com/resize-video, using the “Max 
Width” setting and setting the size to be 300 pixels. Although the 
video was processed fully, I was unable to download the video or 
CSV for some reason, however, Spencer was able to do so. 
Spencer and I also worked on the Introduction and Methods 
sections of our paper, and Spencer began to analyze the data 

Figure out what data we actually 
want to analyze 

5/4 Went through the loadDLC and loadDLC2 code to try to figure 
out what it meant – still a bit confused…also parts of the code 
are broken? 
Notes loadDLC: 

- xc and yc are x and y center (lines 61-62) 
- outliermethod = 2 always 
- ind stands for index 

Questions: 
- What’s the difference 

between acc vs. absacc? 
- What is the rationale 

behind these variable 
names? What’s qqa? 

- And what happened to 
implementing qqb? 

https://www.onlineconverter.com/resize-video


- lines 122-123: subtract xc and yc to make everything 
around 0 

- Figure5: spectral plot – amount of energy in frequency – 
not lots of movement in 1-10 Hz, as lower, more energy 
means motions are slower/not changing direction 
quickly 

o How often change direction 
o Fft (speed) 
o Frequency @ which change speed 
o Dominant frequency – how often changing 

speed 
o Left side – tiny minute (high frequency) 
o Right side – woahhhh (low frequency) 

- Butter = low pass filter – filter anything really fast due to 
error/noise 

- Fx stands for filtered c 
- Figure3 (2,3,3) ? 

Notes LoadDLC2: 
- Figure3 (#6) – whether there’s symmetry or rotation in 

Gaussian function 
o Uses assumption of normal Gaussians (like PCA 

but not) 
- Figure4 = PCA 

o First row: original 
o Second row: reconstructed, based on analytic 

formulation of variance 
- EXPLAINED = % variance explained by each component 

of PCA 

5/5 Starting to construct a program from the beginning using parts 
of Felix’s code. This way, I can pick the parts that I want and 
ignore any information that I do not find helpful. I can also 
better name variables. 

Felix said, “if you want to If you 
want non-signed acceleration, I 
would go with .acc” 



 
This is a raw plot of position, velocity, and acceleration data vs 
time for wrist 1 (left) and wrist 2 (right). I decided to use just the 
y direction because most of the movement is in the y direction, 
and I think that using the small angle approximation, this is valid, 
as well. It looks from this graph that the position might be a 
valuable visual to have in our paper because it’s easy to see how 
it fluctuates as time increases. 

- From this graph can we rationalize that we only need to 
look at 1 side of data? 



 
This shows the scalar quantities vs. time, with side 1 on top and 
side 2 on the bottom. It doesn’t seem quite useful, but it might 
be interesting to record the total distance traveled. 
Furthermore, I’m not sure distance even fits in this graph.  

- Use total distance to rationalize why we chose to 
analyze wrists (i.e. it moved most) 

 
Here’s a histogram related to the previous figure. As this is 
cumulative data, it does not serve to argue for or against our 
hypothesis. 



 
This is from the trimOutliers function. It’s interesting to see 
which is the trimmed data. However, I don’t this is an effective 
graph to include because it’s not changing the data much or 
presenting it in a new way. 

 
Here’s the spectral plot. I think this might be a good plot to add 
because it shows the amount of energy in each frequency of 
movement of a fast fourier transform – it shows which are the 
dominant frequencies, or how often the person is changing 
speed. On the right side are the large “woahh” movements, and 
the left side is more small, minute movements. From this graph 



you can see that there are many more small movements than 
big ones. While this doesn’t relate to time, I think it might be 
cool to see the differences. It’s also interesting in this figure that 
the left and right sides are decently different despite the notion 
of symmetry in the body mass on each side. 

 
This is the big plot with all the pretty figures in it. While it does 
look pretty (and thus I think it should be included) it also looks 
flawed (or at least the top row does). I think because it’s evident 
in the video that the algorithm’s not 100% sure where my wrist 
is, and thus keeps flickering. 
 

5/6 Wrote code to compare 1st 30 to last 30 seconds of data. Created 
a spectral plot for comparison 

 
 

 
Table for display of numerical data 
 

Next Steps: Compile to Report 
and assemble Video 



Wrote code to validate our admittedly arbitrary decision to 
analyze wrist1 based on t tests 
 
 

5/7 Finalized figures, compiled results in paper, did video 
presentation 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v1kueulGr_Yt4kzdkCTNC6kqPrYfLDqLoMQ2PqT0fLw/edit 

Final Figures to Use 

 

Figure 5: Model of Pose that Participants held for Data Collection 

 

Figure 6: Sample Keypoint labeling from DeepLabCut 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v1kueulGr_Yt4kzdkCTNC6kqPrYfLDqLoMQ2PqT0fLw/edit


 

Table 1: Sample Data of Distances Traveled by Each Joint. The wrists move the most of all joints.  
Note that ankles were excluded to account for the joint “hidden” from the camera 

 

Figure 3: Raw Position, Velocity, Acceleration Data versus Time. We chose to use the Y direction because for wrist data, it does 
not show much movement in the x direction. It’s evident that position and velocity change greatly from the beginning of the 

data to the end of the data.  



 

Figure 4: Spectral Plot of First 30 seconds (Blue) and Last 30 Seconds (Orange) of Data Collection for 1 Trial 

 

Table 2: Cumulative Distances Traveled; Average Velocity and Acceleration Data for First and Last 30 Seconds for each trial 

 


